Keystroke dynamics-based user authentication (KDA) based on long and freely typed text is an enhanced user authentication method that can not only identify the validity of current users during login but also continuously monitors the consistency of typing behavior after the login process. Previous long and freely typed text-based KDA methods had difficulty incorporating the key sequence information and handling variable lengths of keystrokes, which in turn resulted in lower authentication performance compared to KDA methods based on short and fixed-length text. To overcome these limitations, we propose a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based KDA model. As the RNN model can process an arbitrary length of input and target sequences, our proposed model takes two consecutive keys as the input sequence and actual typing time for the corresponding key sequence as the target sequence. Based on experimental results involving 120 participants, our proposed RNN-KDA model yielded the best authentication performance for all training and test length combinations in terms of equal error rate (EER). It achieved a 5%-6% EER using only 10 test keystrokes while the EERs of other benchmark methods were above 20%. In addition, its performance steadily and more rapidly improves compared to the benchmark methods when the length of training keystrokes increases.
Introduction
We live in a hyper-connected world where not only are human beings connected to each other, but where things are also connected to human beings or even to other things (e.g., the internet of things (IoT)) (Vermesan & Friess, 2015) . With this rapidly increasing network connectivity, the development of mobile devices provides great convenience by recording and analyzing users' behaviors; however, the scope of security system also increases (Farooq et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014) and security-related concerns are consistently growing, especially for protecting personal information and corporate data from unauthorized users (Lou & Ren, 2009; Hiltgen et al., 2006; Pisani & Lorena, 2015) . Consequently, companies are investing heavily in hardware and software for security systems, but many network systems remain vulnerable to security breaches, leading to personal/corporate information leakage/loss. As a fundamental building block for security systems, user authentication grants an authorized user access to a request only when a set of required information is matched. The most widely adopted authentication system is to compare the identification (ID) and the corresponding password during login (Yan et al., 2004; Kang & Cho, 2009; Biddle et al., 2011) .
Distinctive characteristics of password-based authentication methods are ease of development, operation, and maintenance. However, if a particular third party obtains a valid password, the security system becomes useless (Yan et al., 2004; Kang & Cho, 2009; Kang, 2015) . To solve this problem, user authentication systems using biometric features as a secondary authentication method to password strings have been explored (Clarke & Furnell, 2005; Ma et al., 2003; Prabhakar et al., 2003; Peacock et al., 2004) . Biometric features such as fingerprints, iris, voice, and blood vessels do not require users to carry separate security devices, e.g., a one-time password. In addition, these biometric-based user authentication methods have yielded satisfactory authentication performance in many studies (Ma et al., 2003; Yager & Dun-stone, 2010; Connolly et al., 2012; Voth, 2003; Shu & Zhang, 1998) . However, many biometric featurebased authentication systems require additional hardware to read the biometric information, so the implementation scope is limited to certain devices in which recognition hardware is installed. To overcome this limitation, keystroke dynamics-based user authentication (KDA), which does not require any recognition hardware and can be fully implemented by software programs, has been highlighted in (Pisani & Lorena, 2015; Stefan et al., 2012; Ngugi et al., 2011; Gunetti & Picardi, 2005; Uzun & Bicakci, 2012; Alpar, 2017; Alsultan et al., 2017; Banerjee & Woodard, 2012; Teh et al., 2013) .
KDA is a method for user authentication based on quantitative data collected from each user's typing behavior. As each person has his/her own typing style or habit, this unconscious behavioral pattern can be used to identify or recognize a valid user very accurately (Joyce & Gupta, 1990; Kang et al., 2008) . Accordingly, KDA can be a practically useful alternative method to solve the limitation of password-based authentication among the various biometric feature-based user authentication methods because of its hardware independence (Bleha et al., 1990; Karnan et al., 2011; Monrose et al., 2002; Bhatt & Santhanam, 2013) . Recently, not only has keystroke dynamics been applied to user authentication, but also to predict someone's emotion (Nahin et al., 2014; Kołakowska, 2013) or to identify the gender of the typist (Fairhurst & Da Costa-Abreu, 2011) .
Early studies of KDA mainly focused on the keystroke dynamics data collected when users type their IDs and passwords during the login process. Under this circumstance, the password strings are known and the length of the password is fixed (Bleha et al., 1990; Fairhurst & Da Costa-Abreu, 2011; Chang, 2012; Hosseinzadeh & Krishnan, 2008) . Although the authentication performance based on keystroke dynamics collected from known and fixed-length text is close to that of passive biometric feature-based authentication methods, it is not possible to determine whether the current user is the valid user or not once access is granted. A simple solution to this problem is to make the system ask users to type their passwords periodically, which inconveniences users (at the very least). To solve this problem, KDA based on freely typed text instead of known and fixed-length text has been studied (Kang, 2015; Gunetti & Picardi, 2005; Montalvão Filho & Freire, 2006; Teh et al., 2011; Kang & Cho, 2015; Monrose & Rubin, 1997; Gunetti & Ruffo, 1999; Dowland et al., 2001; Villani et al., 2006; Curtin et al., 2006; Janakiraman & Sim, 2007; Buch et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2008; Hempstalk et al., 2008; Davoudi & Kabir, 2009; Samura & Nishimura, 2009; Davoudi & Kabir, 2010b; Park et al., 2010; Messerman et al., 2011; Singh & Arya, 2011; Chantan et al., 2012; Bakelman et al., 2012; Bours, 2012; Kim et al., 2018) . However, authentication performances of freely typed text-based KDA methods are below those of KDA based on known and fixed-length text.
Performance degeneration of freely typed text-based KDA occurs mainly because past studies did not fully utilize the information available from the keystroke data, and some methods used over-abstracted information. For example, the Kolomogorov-Sminrov (K-S) statistic or Cramér-von Mises criterion compare two empirical distributions of a particular keystroke timing, e.g., down-down time (the time between pressing two consecutive keys), between two different keystroke datasets. With these methods, key sequence information is completely ignored, which can be a significant clue to identify personal typing behavior (Park et al., 2010) . The R measure and A measure (Gunetti & Picardi, 2005) , which are other well-known freely typed text-based KDA methods, use key sequence information, but they compare the relative order of typing speed (R measure) or the proportion of common digraphs with similar typing speed (A measure), which are also summarized information of typing time. For machine learning-based KDA methods, keystroke data must be transformed into a fixed-size numerical vector (Kang & Cho, 2015; Kim et al., 2018) . Although many machine learning-based methods attempt to preserve the information of original keystroke data as much as possible, information loss is inevitable during the transformation step. Even worse, most machine learning-based KDA methods require an impostor dataset during the model training to find the optimal hyper-parameters for the authentication algorithms (Kim et al., 2018) , which is unrealistic in practice, where the authentication model must be built based only on a valid user's keystroke data.
To improve authentication performance of freely typed text-based KDA, we propose a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based authentication model. As two types of information are available during typing, i.e., key sequence information (which key is pressed and released in a certain sequence) and typing time (when a key is pressed and when it is released), we develop an RNN model to predict the actual elapsed typing times for every digraph in a given key sequence. In this RNN model, two consecutively typed keys are used as the input, and a valid user's actual typing times are used as the target. Therefore, a separate RNN model is trained for each user. To preserve long range depen-dency, which may be caused by the typing habit of a user, we adopted a long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) model in the RNN structure. Once the RNN model is sufficiently trained, a new set of key sequences is provided to predict the typing time and the difference between the predicted time and actual typing time is used as a novelty score. If the RNN model is properly trained, it learns a distinctive typing behavior of the corresponding user, so that the prediction error for the corresponding user will be low but for other users will be high. By formulating the RNN model to predict the user's typing time and using the loss from the RNN model as the novelty score, we do not require impostor's data during training, which is the main drawback of most current machine learning-based authentication models.
We believe that our proposed RNN-KDA model based on freely typed text has the following advantages over existing statistical or machine learning-based methods. First, our proposed model will be able to identify impostor users more accurately than existing methods. Although existing methods require a relatively large amount of test keystroke data to correctly authenticate users, our model can identify the user correctly with a relatively small amount of keystroke data, which helps to reduce damage from criminal attempts such as messenger-phishing. Second, the authentication model is strengthened by using a valid user's keystroke data collected after model training by efficiently updating the RNN-KDA model. Although other machine learning-based authentication algorithms must be completely retrained when a new dataset becomes available, the RNN-KDA model can be updated from the current configuration by adjusting the network weights to reflect the newly added data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses previous studies mainly focusing on freely typed text-based KDA and demonstrates the necessity for the proposed RNN-KDA. Chapter 3 discusses data collection and preprocessing methods, followed by introducing commonly used freely typed textbased user authentication models. Chapter 4 describes the proposed RNN-based KDA method. Chapter 5 presents the experimental settings and Chapter 6 discusses the experimental results. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the study and discusses future research directions.
Related Work
Over the past few decades, a number of freely typed text-based KDA methods have been studied. In this section, we briefly introduce some significant studies and discuss their limitations and the necessity for our study.
To the best of our knowledge, the first research on user authentication based on freely typed text was conducted by Monrose & Rubin (1997) . They collected short and fixed texts and long and freely typed texts from 42 participants over seven weeks. They performed KDA by computing the Euclidean distance of the up-down time (time elapsed between releasing a key and pressing the following key) and down-up time (time elapsed between pressing a key and releasing it) between the common digraphs. Experimental results showed that 90% authentication accuracy was achieved for short and fixed texts, but only 23% authentication accuracy was achieved for long and freely typed text, which implies that user authentication for long and freely typed text is much more difficult than for short and fixed text.
Since then, long and freely typed text-based KDA has been studied more actively. Dowland et al. (2001) used the mean and standard deviation of the updown time obtained from the common digraphs typed more than a certain number to compute the authentication score. This simple authentication score yielded approximately 50% authentication accuracy. Davoudi & Kabir (2010a; b) used only the down-down time of digraphs. To compute the authentication score, they adopted a modified relative distance and weighted relative distance. The two distance metrics resulted in 0.08%/0.07% false acceptance rate (FAR) and 18.8%/15.2% false rejection rate (FRR), respectively. Gunetti & Picardi (2005) used N -graph based downdown times, e.g., tri-graphs, in addition to commonly used digraph-based down-down times. As authentication scores, they proposed the relative measure (R measure) and the absolute measure (A measure). Experimental results showed 0.005% FAR and 5% FRR for 205 participants. Park et al. (2010) attempted to utilize the keyboard layout information by dividing the keyboard area into four distinctive regions: keys typed by the left hand, keys typed by the right hand, space bar, and backspace bar. Based on this location information, a total of 16 digraph-based down-down times were used to compute the authentication score, which resulted in a 8.92% equal error rate (EER). Kang & Cho (2015) attempted to extend the applicability of long and free text-based user authentication from a traditional input device, i.e., a PC keyboard, to other input devices, such as soft keyboards (typed using a stylus pen) and touch keyboard (typed using either one hand or two hands). Based on the keystroke dataset collected from 35 participants, they tested eight authentication score computation methods: mean and variance equality test, K-S test, C-M criterion, digraph matrix distance, R measure, A measure, RA measure, and R+A measure. For PC keyboards, distribution-based metrics, i.e., K-S statistic and C-M criterion, performed well when the number of keystrokes was relatively few, but R and A based measures achieved lower than 5% EER only when a sufficient (higher) number of keystrokes were available. Although the authentication performance for keyboards is practically acceptable, it is degenerated for other input devices.
Recently, machine learning-based KDA methods have been proposed for better authentication performance than the aforementioned statistical or heuristic methods. As only the valid user's keystroke data is available during the model training, a one-class classification strategy is commonly adopted. Hempstalk et al. (2008) used Gaussian density and expectationmaximization classifiers based on up-down time for the digraph, duration for each key, typing speed, error rate, and press/release ordering. Ten participants were involved in the experiment and their models exhibited 11.3% false acceptance rate (FAR) and 20.4% false rejection rate (FRR). Kang & Cho (2015) divided the keyboard layout to extract a set of fixed length features from long and free texts. All keys are grouped into three categories (keys typed by the left hand, right hand, and the spacebar), based on the average down-down time of the eight digraph combinations being computed. Experimental results involving 35 participants resulted in an average EER of 5.63% when a sufficient number of keystrokes are available. Kim et al. (2018) proposed a user-adaptive feature extraction method by considering an individual user's different typing speeds. They grouped the unigraphs and digraphs into eight categories based on the user's relative typing speed. One unigraph time and four digraph times (down-down time, down-up time, updown time, and up-up time) were used, resulting in a total of 40 features extracted for training the one-class classification algorithms. They tested five one-class classification algorithms, i.e., Gaussian density estimation, Parzen window density estimation, one-class support vector machine, k-nearest neighbor, and KMeans clustering, on the keystrokes dataset collected from 150 participants. Their model achieved 3.38% EER (with 500 training keystrokes) and 3.36% EER (with 1,000 keystrokes) when 100 test keystrokes were used to compute the authentication score.
Although machine learning-based KDA models have achieved favorable authentication performance, one critical restriction of these models is that they cannot cope with different keystroke lengths as long as a fixed number of features are extracted from a collection of keystrokes. For example, regardless of training or test keystroke lengths, whether 100, 500, or 1,000, these keystrokes are converted to an 8-dimensional vector (Kang & Cho, 2015) or a 40-dimensional vector (Kim et al., 2018) . Consequently, these methods do not train patterns embedded between individual digraphs, but rather train a summarized or abstracted pattern between them. In addition, some machine learning-based KDA methods require both valid user and impostor keystroke data to optimize the hyper-parameters, e.g., k in k-nearest neighbor.
The main differences between this study and previous studies for long and free text-based KDA are as follows. First, our method does not transform a set of keystroke data into a fixed set of feature vectors, but simply uses raw keystroke data (a sequence of keys typed and the corresponding elapsed time) as an input of the KDA model. By doing so, our model can deal with variable lengths of keystrokes and discover the user's individual digraph-level typing pattern. Second, our model can be built based solely on valid users' keystroke data, so the proposed model can be implemented in real systems without any practical obstacles.
Data collection and preprocessing
To collect keystroke data, we developed a web-based keystroke data collector as shown in Figure 1 . The script (in Korean) assigned to each participant is displayed in the top left, whereas actually typed texts are shown in the left middle. In the top right, a key identifier and time (in milliseconds) when the participant presses a key are sequentially displayed. A total of 120 participants were involved in our study. Some basic statistics of the collected keystroke data are shown in Table 1 . The participants provided 17,860 keystrokes on average and with a minimum of 13,670 keystrokes. These variations in keystrokes length are mainly caused by the length of the scripts assigned to different users, and some users used the delete key and the backspace key more frequently than other users, resulting in longer keystrokes.
Based on the collected raw keystroke data, we extracted five types of keystroke timing values: duration, down-down (DD)-time, up-down (UD)-time, upup (UU)-time, and down-up (DU)-time. Duration is the time between pressing and releasing the same key. DD-time is the time between pressing a key and pressing the next key, whereas UU-time is the time between releasing a key and releasing the next key. UD-time is 
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Press "P" Release "P" Press "C" Release "C" the time between releasing a key and pressing the next key, whereas DU-time is the time between pressing a key and releasing the next key. Figure 2 illustrates an example of computing these five timing values.
In this study, we used 32 key identifiers to compute the above five key timing values: 31 individual keys and special single-key sets as shown in Figure 3 . The 31 keys in blue color are individual keys consisting of consonants, vowels, shift, period, and backspace. The remaining keys in green color are regarded as single keys. Hence, pressing a key on the keyboard is transformed into a 32-dimensional one-hot encoded vector (only the key actually typed has a value of 1 and other keys have values of 0). If the DD-Time of a key exceeds one second (1,000 ms), we assume that the participant pauses the typing and we eliminate these keystrokes from his/her keystroke dataset.
RNN-based KDA Model
RNN is a specialized neural network used to process sequential data, which has shown excellent performance in various sequential data applications such as text, voice, and time-series signals (Graves & Jaitly, 2014; Graves et al., 2013; Zhang & LeCun, 2017; Liu et al., 2016) . Keystroke data is also generated sequentially, so RNN is well suited for the KDA system. One of the main difficulties in training RNN is known as gradient vanishing or the exploding problem; a gradient cannot be appropriately propagated when the length of a sequence increases beyond a certain point (Karpathy et al., 2015) . Long short-term memory (LSTM) resolves this problem by adaptively adjusting the information to be forgotten and memorized by using the cell state inside the RNN module (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) . By doing so, LSTM can deal with long range dependency and has worked well in various real applications (Hochreiter et al., 2001) . Hence, we adopt the LSTM structure to build the KDA model. We used the basic LSTM cell in our study because several studies have reported that it exhibits no significant performance differences compared to other RNN cell variants (Jozefowicz et al., 2015; Greff et al., 2017) . The structure of an LSTM cell is shown in Figure 4 and equations for the LSTM mechanism are provided in Eq. (1)- (6).
The line across the top is the path that the past cell state c t−1 moves to and is transformed to the current cell state c t . The cell state plays an important role because it adaptively stores the information from previous sequences (internal memory). The line across the bottom is the path along which the hidden state of the previous LSTM cell h t−1 and the current input x t move. h t−1 and x t are used to compute the forget gate f , input gate i, and output gate o, which are collectively used to compute the current cell state c t and the current hidden state h t . The forget gate f t defines the amount of elements that can pass through the previous state h t−1 . The input gate i t defines the state value computed for x t at the current input, and the output gate o t defines by how much the internal state is propagated to the next sequence. The internal hidden state g t is computed based on the current input x t and the previously hidden state h t−1 . The final hidden state h t is the element-wise product of the current cell state c t and the output state o t .
The RNN structure for long and free text-based KDA is illustrated in Figure 5 and the specific network structure parameters are listed in Table 2 . We used the concatenated one-hot vectors of two key identifiers as the input of the RNN model and used four digraph-based elapsed typing times (DD-time, UDtime, UU-time, and DU-time) as the targets of the RNN model. For the example in Figure 5 , the first input sequence is a 64-dimensional vector concatenating two 32-dimensional one-hot vectors ("k" and "e") and the corresponding outputs are four keystroke times, i.e DD-time, UD-time, UU-time, and DU-time, for the digraph "ke". The proposed RNN-KDA model was trained for each user based on his/her own keystroke data only. The purpose of this model is to correctly predict the four keystroke times of the targeted user when two consecutive key sequences are continuously provided. If the model is trained well, it should sufficiently learn a valid user's typing behavior so that it can predict the typing times accurately for any two given key sequences. As it is trained to learn the typing style of a specific user, the predicted key typing times for other users are not as accurate as those of the targeted user. Therefore, we can use the difference between the actual typing times and the predicted typing times determined by the RNN-KDA model as the novelty score.
We used two hidden layers for the RNN-KDA model, whose individual nodes are the LSTMs, and used two other fully-connected hidden layers between the second RNN layer and the output layer. The Huber loss (Huber et al., 1964) , as given in Eq. (7), with δ = 1 was used for the network loss function:
Finally, the NS(novelty score) is computed by Eq. (8):
where DD t and DD t are the actual DD-time and predicted DD-time for the t-th digraph, respectively. Other symbols are defined in a similar manner.
Detailed training strategies are as follows. During training, we used batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) and used the rectified linear unit (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) activation function for fully connected layers. The size of mini-batches was set to 16, and the RMSProp was used to optimize the network weights. The initial learning rate was set to 0.1, and the loss was stored every 10 iterations. When the median of the most recent 20 stored losses was greater than the median of the most recent five stored losses, or 150 iterations were per- Figure 5 . Structure of the proposed RNN-based KDA model with an example of a "keystroke" string formed with the same learning rate, the learning rate was halved. This decreasing learning rate process was repeated eight times.
Experiment Settings

Benchmark Methods
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic and Cramér-von Mises Criterion
The simplest KDA method based on long and freely typed text is to compare the keystroke timing distributions between two users; if the two distributions are close enough, then the two sets are considered to be typed by the same user, otherwise they are considered to be typed by different users. Although many statistical tests assume a normal distribution, actual keystroke data rarely satisfy this assumption. Hence, the K-S statistic and C-M criterion (Kang & Cho, 2015) , which do not assume any parametric distributions, were used to compare two empirical distributions of keystroke times between two users. Let K trn and K tst denote the keystroke datasets for training and test, respectively. N trn and N tst denote the number of keystrokes in the training and test datasets, respectively. Then, the cumulative distribution for the training and test datasets, i.e. C trn and C tst , are defined as follows:
where X i is the individual keystroke time of the i th digraph. The I function is an indicator function which returns 1 if the condition inside the parenthesis is satisfied, and returns 0 otherwise. The K-S statistic is computed by Eq. (11):
Figure 6(a) is a graphical representation of the K-S statistic, which can be interpreted as the maximum difference of two cumulative density functions, C trn and C tst . Hence, the more similar the typing behaviors between two users are, the smaller the K-S values. The C-M criterion is computed using Eq. (12):
Figure 6(b) is an illustrative example of the C-M criterion with the same two empirical distributions as in Figure 6 (a). The main difference between the K-S statistic and C-M criterion is that the K-S statistic uses the maximum difference between the two empirical distributions to determine the degree of difference between two distributions, whereas the C-M criterion uses the cumulative integration of the differences between two distributions. Four K-S statistic values and four C-M criterion values can be computed according to keystroke times, so we used their geometric mean as the final result of applying the K-S statistic and C-M criterion:
5.1.2. R measure, A measure, R+A measure, and RA measure R and A measures and their variations (Gunetti & Picardi, 2005) compute the similarity of typing speeds for common digraphs between two keystroke datasets to determine whether these datasets are produced by the same user. The main difference between the R measure and A measure is that while the R measure mainly focuses on comparing the rank of typing speeds by computing the 'degree of disorder', the A measure focuses more on comparing the absolute typing speed by computing the 'ratio of average typing time'. Figure 7 shows an illustrative example of computing the R and A measures. The keystroke set E1 is collected while typing the word 'authentication' and E2 is collected while typing the word 'theoretical' as shown in Figure 7 (a). The numbers between characters are the elapsed time in terms of milliseconds from when the beginning and the final keys are pressed, which can be understood as the cumulative DD-time. There are four common digraphs between E1 and E2: 'ie', 'he', 'th', and 'ca'. To compute the R measure, the average DD-times of common digraphs are sorted in ascending order as shown in Figure 7 (b). Then, the degree of disorder, i.e. sum of the differences between the ranks of common digraphs, is computed. In this example, the computation yields 2 + 0 + 2 + 3 + 1 = 8. When the size of common digraphs is n, the maximum degree of disorder is computed as follows:
Finally, the R measure is computed by dividing the degree of disorder as follows.
R measure = 1 − Sum of degree of disorder Max. degree of disorder (16) The process of computing the A measure is as follows. First, the ratio between two DD-times is computed for the i th digraph using Eq. (17):
For example, the Digraph ratio for the first common digraph, 'ca', in Figure 7 Then, the proportion of digraphs whose digraph ratio is lower than a predefined thresh- old θ to the total number of common digraphs is used as the A measure, as shown in Eq. (18):
In the example in Figure 7 , θ is set to 1.4 so that the number of common digraphs with digraph ratios lower than 1.4 is two, which results in an A measure of 0.4 (2/5).
Next, the R + A measure combines the R and A measures by adding them, while the RA measure combines the R and A measures by multiplying them, per Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), respectively.
RA measure = R measure × A measure.
Although the R, A, R+A, and RA measures were discussed based on DD-time, they can be applied to other digraph-based key times such as DU, UD, and UU. In our experiment, R, A, R+A, and RA measures were computed for the four digraph-based key times and we aggregated them by taking their geometric mean as in the K-S statistic and C-M criterion.
Data Partitioning
One of the most important requirements for the KDA system is the authentication speed. Assuming the same authentication accuracy or error rate, the fewer the test keystrokes, the better the KDA model. In other words, the KDA model should determine whether the current keystroke data is provided by a valid user as early as possible. In practice, it is easy to continuously collect a valid user's keystroke data once the system has been installed. This implies that it is possible to use a large set of keystroke data to train the authentication model, but the test process should be conducted as quickly as possible, based only on a few keystrokes. Based on these practical requirements, we used a total of 18 combinations of training and keystroke set sizes to investigate the authentication performance by combining six different training set sizes (N trn ), i.e. 500, 1,000, 3,000, 5,000, 7,000, and 10,000, with three test set sizes (N tst ), i.e., 10, 50, and 100.
A total of 120 participants were enrolled in our study. Based on the keystroke dataset provided by each user, we constructed the training dataset and test dataset for the proposed RNN-KDA model and benchmark model as shown in Figure 8 . First, the entire dataset of each participant is divided into two sets: a training dataset from the first to the N trn -th keystroke and a test dataset from the (N + 1)-th to the final keystroke. For K-S, C-M, R, A, R+A, and RA measures, the training dataset of the valid user is used as the reference dataset. For the RNN-KDA model, however, because we set the batch size to 16, we randomly sampled 16 sets of 100 consecutive keystrokes in each batch. Hence, it is possible for two sets of training keystroke sets to overlap. For the performance evaluation, a total of 357 keystroke subsets with length of N tst are sampled from the test data of the valid user. As in the training dataset for RNN-KDA model, each subset represents consecutive digraphs and it is possible for two subsets to overlap. As the impostor's keystroke dataset, three keystroke subsets with size of N tst are randomly sampled from all users except the valid user. The only difference between the benchmark methods and the proposed RNN-KDA model is the manner in which the training dataset of the valid user is constructed. The K-S, C-M, R, A, RA, and R + A used from the first to the N keystroke in the valid user's keystroke dataset as the training dataset, whereas the RNN-KDA used sampled keystroke sets from the valid user's training keystroke dataset.
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Performance Measure
EER is used as a performance measure in our study. Two types of errors occur in security systems: FRR and FAR. FRR is the proportion of a valid user's falsely rejected trials while FAR is the proportion of an impostor's falsely accepted trials. There is a trade-off between FRR and FAR as shown in Figure 9 . When the threshold of the authentication is tightly set, a low FAR can be achieved at the cost of FRR. On the other hand, a high FAR with a low FRR can be achieved when the threshold is loosely set. Hence, to evaluate the fundamental authentication ability, a threshold independent performance measure is required. EER is used as an alternative and calculates the error rate at the point where the FRR and FAR are the same. In this study, EER was computed based on the novelty scores obtained by 714 test keystroke sets (357 from a valid user and 357 from impostors). Table 3 lists the average and standard deviation of EER for each authentication method using different combinations of training and test keystrokes. As the K-S statistics yielded the best performance in all cases among the benchmark methods, a statistical hypothesis test was conducted between the proposed RNN-KDA and K-S statistics. Based on the experimental results, we make the following observations. First, the EER of all models decreases when either higher numbers of training or test keystrokes are provided. Second, the proposed RNN-KDA yielded the lowest EER for all combinations of training and test keystrokes, followed by the K-S statistic. Because the number of test keystrokes were fewer than those of the training keystrokes in our experiment, R and A measures and their variations resulted in higher EER than other methods, mainly because of insufficient common digraphs available to compare the typing behaviors of two keystroke sets. Compared with the second best model, i.e. K-S statistic, the EER ratio of RNN-KDA decreases by at least 68.62% and up to 91.23%, and these improvements are strongly supported at a significance level of 0.001. Third, the RNN-KDA can be practically applied, because its EER did not exceed 7% in the most difficult case (500 training keystrokes and 10 test keystrokes) while the EERs of other methods exceeded 20%. In practice, 10 test keystrokes are obtained when a user types two or three words. If the system stores only 500 previous keystrokes of the valid user, the RNN-KDA is able to achieve 93.3% detection accuracy after only two or three words are typed. This detection ability improves up to 94.83% when 10,000 training keystrokes are available. When the length of test keystrokes increases, the detection performance significantly improves as well. With 500 training keystrokes, the EER was only 0.63% with 100 test keystrokes, and decreased to 0.36% with 10,000 training keystrokes. In practice, it is relatively easy to collect a large set of training data because a user's typing data can be obtained without disturbing the user. The most significant issue for long and freely typed text-based KDA systems is how early they can identify whether the current keystroke data is being generated by a valid user or not. Figure 10 and 11 show the EERs according to different lengths of training and test keystrokes, respectively. As demonstrated by the two figures, EER decreases when either the length of training or test keystrokes increases. Between them, the length of test keystrokes is more influential than training keystrokes. Again, when one set of keystrokes (the test set in our experiment) is significantly less than the other set, K-S statistic and C-M criterion, which do not consider the key sequence information, resulted in lower EERs than R and A measures, which do consider the key sequence information. Note that the R measure had difficulty generalizing the valid user's typing behavior because the relative typing speeds of common digraphs were less stable than for the A-measure due to the small set of common digraphs. Therefore, combining the R measure and A measure did not produce any synergy, especially when the test keystroke length is very short.
Experimental Results
As the K-S statistic was the second-best authentication model in our experiment, we compute the improvement ratio of the RNN-KDA using Eq. (21) over the K-S statistic, as shown in Figure 12 .
Improvement ratio = EER of K-S statistic EER of RNN-KDA .
The higher the improvement ratio, the more the EER Figure 12. Improvement ratio of RNN-KDA compared to K-S statistic as training data increases is reduced by the RNN-KDA compared to the K-S statistic. An interesting observation is that, as shown in Table 3 , Figure 10 , and Figure 11 , although the EERs of both methods decrease if either the length of training or test keystrokes increases, the magnitude of improvement is higher for RNN-KDA than for the K-S statistic. For a fixed training dataset, the improvement ratio is the highest for 100 test keystrokes and the lowest for 10 keystrokes. In addition, for a fixed test keystroke length, the improvement ratio in Figure 12 generally increases. The performance improvement is more significant with longer test keystrokes such that the slope of 100 test keystrokes is greater than for 10 test keystrokes. In actual circumstances, a valid user's keystroke data can be collected continuously. Thus, it can be expected that as more valid user's keystroke data become available, RNN-KDA can consistently improve authentication performance
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed an RNN-based KDA model to enhance user authentication performance based on freely typed keystroke data. Our proposed model takes the concatenated one-hot vectors of digraphs as input and attempts to predict the four keystroke timing values, i.e. DD-time, UD-time, UU-time, and DU-time. Based on experiments with 120 participants and six benchmark methods, the proposed RNN-KDA model yielded the best authentication performance in terms of EER. The RNN-KDA model yielded the lowest EER for all combinations of training and test keystrokes, followed by the K-S statistic. With 500 training keystrokes, the EER is only 0.63% with 100 test keystrokes and decreased to 6.70% with 10 test keystrokes. With 10,000 training keystrokes, the EER was 0.36% with 100 test keystrokes and 5.17% with 10 test keystrokes. Compared with the K-S statistic, the EER decreasing ratio for the RNN-KDA model was at least 68.62% and was as high as 91.23%, and these improvements are strongly supported at a significance level of 0.001. In addition, the RNN-KDA model exhibits a more rapid performance improvement trend than the benchmark methods when the number of training and test keystroke data increase.
Despite the favorable experimental results, there are some limitations to the current study, which imply future research directions. First, the RNN-KDA model was validated based only on keystroke data collected from PC keyboards. As many input devices other than PC keyboards are commonly used, such as soft keyboards in smartphones, the RNN-KDA model should be validated with keystroke data collected from various input devices. Second, the language used in our experiment was Korean. To ensure language independence in the proposed RNN-KDA model, it should be verified based on different languages with different alphabetical systems.
